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ABSTRACT
Effect of Low Level Laser Therapy on Migration of Human Skin Cells Across a
Standardized Wound
by
Kathleen Orzechowski
Dr. Brent Mangus, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Kinesiology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects that different dosages of low 
level laser therapy have on human skin cell migration. Normal newborn foreskin 
fibroblasts were seeded into a four well chamber microseope slide. Cellular monolayers 
were inflicted with three standardized wounds per well. Following the wounding of cells, 
each well received low level laser therapy once from a 635 nm laser at one of four 
treatment dosages (0.0 J/cm^, 1.0 J/cm^, 1.5 J/cm^, 2.0 J/em^) with a power output of 11.5 
mW. Digital images were recorded immediately following wounding, and every hour 
thereafter for seven hours. A cutting and weighing technique provided values for a 
percentage of wounded area present in each image. A mixed model ANOVA indicated 
that there was no significant difference in migration rates for cells treated with different 
dosages. Using LLLT with the tested parameters is no different than doing nothing at all.
Ill
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
Low level laser therapy (LLLT) was first documented in the scientifie literature in 
1971,' indieating that the body of knowledge has plenty of room to grow. The 
designation of a low level laser indieates that the light beam is one that produces an 
energy density so low that temperature elevations are limited to less than 0.1 -  0.5°C at 
the site of application, therefore any biological effects that occur are described as 
nonthermal.^ Biostimulative effects include acceleration of wound healing,'"^ 
regeneration of collagen,"* facilitation of keratinocyte cell motility^, growth factor 
release,^ and the transformation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts.^ Published scientific 
research also provides experiments in which the use of LLLT did not reveal signifieant 
results regarding cell proliferation."*’’ However, it is thought that LLLT can be used for 
the temporary relief of musculoskeletal pain.*
Of the published work regarding LLLT in athletic training, Mcleod* suggests there is 
not a logical flow from one experiment to the next. Hopkins et al.  ̂holds the variations in 
treatment faetors and limitations in experimental design responsible for the difficulty 
there is in drawing conclusions on the abilities of LLLT. Conducting research in this 
haphazard way will continue to expose conflicting results that are difficult to interpret.
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Statement of Purpose 
It was the purpose of this study to measure the microscopic effects of LLLT on the 
repair of human skin cells. Specifically, we looked at the rate at whieh skin cells 
migrated across a standardized wound after being treated with one of four different doses 
of LLLT. Cellular migration can provide valuable insight into the early phases of wound 
healing beeause migration is involved in angiogenesis, granulation tissue formation and 
re-epithelialization.^ The use of human skin cells can be related to surface wounds, such 
as abrasions, lacerations, incisions, punctures, or avulsions. A majority of LLLT research 
is performed on skin eells;^’"*’’’'®’” with the understanding of how LLLT affects these 
cells, allied health professionals may be able to enhance healing of this specific tissue.
Statistical Hypotheses
Null-
1. There is no difference in the rate of eell migration between the four different 
dosages of LLLT.
2. There is no difference in the rate of cell migration among three different wounds 
within the same well.
Altemate-
1. There is a signifieant difference in the rate of cell migration between the four 
different dosages of LLLT.
2. There is a signifieant differenee in the rate of cell migration among three different 
wounds within the same well.
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Definitions
1. LASER; light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
2. Wavelength: measurement of laser in nanometers (nm); typically LLLs are in the 
600-1,000 nm range which overlaps with the visual spectrum on the lower end, 
wavelengths closer to 600 nm are visible as red light
3. LLLT : application of a low level laser indicates that the laser is one that produces 
an energy density so low that temperature elevations are limited to less than 0.1- 
0.5°C, and any biological effects are described as nonthermal
4. Biostimulation: capability of low level lasers to stimulate receptors in biological 
tissues, with the stimulation being therapeutically beneficial; also termed 
biomodulation to include the ability to stimulate and inhibit receptors
5. Cell Migration: cells on the margin of the wound moving toward the center of the 
wound in an effort to close, or heal, the wound
6. Confluent: flowing together; blended into one; merging or running together so as 
to form a mass
7. In vivo: within a living organism
8. In vitro: in an artificial environment outside a living organism
Limitations
1. Cell migration was measured in vitro rather than in vivo.
2. Methods of the cell “wounding” models are available in a small number of other 
studies, and not very clearly described.
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3. The laser we are using has a wavelength of 635 nm, HeNe lasers (which are more 
prevalent as therapeutic modalities) have a wavelength of 632.8 nm.
4. This study is not directly clinically applicable, there will need to be many research 
projects conducted on LLLT before the results can be immediately useful in an 
athletic training setting.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Wound Healing
Injury to the skin occurs when a great deal of mechanical force is applied causing 
disruption in the normally smooth surface. Wound healing is a dynamic physiological 
process that repairs the skin to its normal (or near normal) structure and function.”  The 
same basic physiological process occurs in the healing of all soft tissue injuries; the site 
of injury undergoes four overlapping phases of wound healing: inflammation, 
reconstruction, epithelialization and maturation.’^
Damage to Skin Tissue 
The skin varies in thickness depending on the part of the body it is covering, from 4 
mm thick at the soles of the feet to 1.5 mm thin at the axilla.'"* Damage to the skin can 
happen in a number of ways. A scraping against a rough surface will wear away the 
epidermis and dermis, resulting in an abrasion, which exposes a number of blood 
capillaries. A laceration occurs when the flesh is irregularly tom with jagged edges at the 
wound margin. Similarly, an avulsion is caused by irregularly tom flesh to the extent that 
the tissue is completely ripped from its source. An incision occurs when the skin has 
been sharply cut, leaving the broken skin with a clean cut edge. When the skin is 
penetrated by a sharp object, a puncture wound is present.’  ̂ Once a tissue is damaged, 
the process of healing begins immediately.’^
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The Inflammatory process 
The general population has the mindset that inflammation is a negative consequence 
and it must be limited as soon as possible. In reality, inflammation is a necessary part of 
the healing process. Later stages of healing cannot occur without the physiological 
changes that take place during inflammation.'^
The goal of the inflammatory phase is to get the wound ready for healing by 
removing foreign bodies and necrotic tissue.”  Initially, vasoconstriction to damaged 
blood vessels occurs to limit blood loss, followed by the process of coagulation to stop 
the bleeding.'^ Platelets adhere to exposed collagen fibers on the vascular wall forming a 
sticky matrix to which leukocytes and more platelets attach to form a plug. The function 
of the plug is to obstruct lymphatic drainage.'^ The damaged cell releases a protein 
molecule called thromboplastin, which causes prothrombin to be changed into thrombin, 
which in turn causes the conversion of fibrinogen into a very sticky fibrin meshwork'^ 
that stabilizes the platelet plug. The blood clot is a combination of the platelet plug, fibrin 
meshwork, and trapped cells or microorganisms and it functions to prevent further blood 
loss.”  The clot turns into a scab where it is exposed to the outside environment.”  
Damaged cells release a number of chemical mediators including histamine, 
leucotaxin, and necrosin;'^ platelets at the wound site release growth factor.”  Histamine 
causes vasodilation and increased cell permeability; leucotaxin increases cell 
permeability and is responsible for bringing leukocytes to the injured area; necrosin is 
responsible for phagocyfic activity.'^ Platelet-derived growth factor attracts white blood 
cells and stimulates the release o f other chemical mediators necessary for healing. This 
growth factor also plays an important role in the development of new blood vessels.”
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Increased cell permeability allows neutrophils and macrophages to travel to the wound 
area to perform phagocytosis. Leukocytes and other phagocytic cells dispose of injury 
by-products, necrotic tissue, and foreign debris.'^
While the initial stage of healing is finishing up, the next phase has already begun. 
The formation of new connective tissue signals the onset of the reconstruction phase of 
healing. Platelet-derived growth factor and fibroblast growth factor attract fibroblasts to 
the area which produce collagen and elastin.”  Angiogenesis occurs as a lack of oxygen 
stimulates endothelial capillary buds to grow into the wound.”  Revascularization allows 
oxygen and nutrients to be delivered to the healing tissue.'^ Capillaries continue to grow 
into the area as fibroblasts begin to align themselves parallel to the capillaries; this is the 
beginning of the extracellular matrix.'^ Collagen fibers reorganize and rebuild the 
damaged tissue, increasing the tensile strength over time.”  Fibroblasts along the wound 
margin contract, thereby pulling the ends of the wound closer together.”
The overlapping phases of healing continue from reconstruction to epithelialization 
as epithelial cells at the wound edge travel across the surface of the wound to reform the 
epidermal layer of skin.”  As epithelialization is occurring, vascular tissue is receding 
and eventually the surface will be covered with epithelial cells.”  Collagenase is released 
by the epithelial cells and fibroblasts. This enzyme functions to prevent overproduction 
of collagen in the wound. Too much collagen could lead to the formation of keloid
scars.'*
The wound gains strength as the collagen matures; however, the new tissue will only 
be about 80% as strong as the original.'^ Maturation occurs when the randomly 
deposited type III collagen is replaced with more mature type I collagen. Type III
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collagen is weak and thin whereas Type I collagen is stronger and more durable.”  The 
new collagen fibers arrange themselves in a way of maximum efficiency, which is 
parallel to the lines of tension.”  In time, there is no longer need for angiogenesis and as 
a result, blood flow to the wound deelines and the overall metabolic activity of the wound 
slows down.”  Remodeled tissue gradually assumes normal function and appearance in 
the form of an avascular scar.”
Low-Level Laser Therapy 
Lasers are classified aceording to their wavelength; typically in the range of 600- 
1,000 nm. This range overlaps with the visual spectrum so shorter wavelengths are 
visible as red light and longer wavelengths are invisible. The most commonly used and 
researched wavelengths are 632.8 nm helium neon (HeNe), 820-830 nm gallium 
aluminum arsenide (GaAlAr), and 904 nm gallium arsenide (GaAs). Previously, LLLT 
was shown to stimulate biological tissues with that stimulation being of some therapeutic 
benefit; the effect was coined biostimulation. Later work revealed that LLLT can also 
have an inhibitory outcome, so the effect of LLLT was changed to biomodulation.’® 
Wavelength determines the depth of penetration that can be achieved by a particular 
laser. Those that have a longer wavelength can penetrate tissue deeper than lasers with a 
shorter wavelength.* HeNe lasers (632.8 nm) have a direct and indirect penetration of 2- 
5 mm and 8-10 mm, respectively. GaAs lasers (904 nm) have a direct penetration of 1-2 
cm and an indirect penetration of up to 5 cm.* Effects that occur at direct depths of 
penetration are due to photon absorption by excitable struetures; indirect effects are 
lessened responses in deeper or adjaeent tissue.”
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The photons emitted from the laser are absorbed by photoreceptors in cells. This 
causes a shift in the molecular configuration of the photoreceptor with an assoeiated 
alteration in the moleeular processes of the cell.”  One of the reactions of photoreceptor 
excitation is electronic excitation of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, which results in 
an increase in mitochondrial oxidative metabolism.”  Energy is converted from photonic 
to chemical energy within the cell in the form of ATP which works to normalize cell 
function, provide pain relief, and healing.”  The ATP also causes an increase in cellular 
metabolism and function,”  along with the stimulation of various metabolic processes and 
physiological changes, all important in the improved tissue repair, faster resolution of the 
inflammatory response, and reduction in pain.”
Both melanin* in the skin and hemoglobin”  in the blood have the ability to absorb 
photons from the laser and so become a factor when determining the number of photons 
to be had for deeper structures. Treatments on patients with darker skin, freckles, or 
moles might have to be adjusted to accommodate for the lower availability of photons. 
Precautionary measures can be taken to slow the uptake of photons by hemoglobin. 
Mcleod* suggests that the LLLT be applied with direct pressure to compress the local 
blood vessels and decrease the number of hemoglobin molecules present for absorption. 
Another technique involves the use of cryotherapy prior to LLLT, doing so would cause 
vasoconstriction and slow the blood flow resulting in fewer numbers of hemoglobin 
molecules to absorb photons.
According to McLeod* the most important parameter to consider is dosage.
Measured in joules (J), dosage is the amount of energy delivered to the tissue and can be 
found using the equation dosage -  power (watts) x time (seconds). Typical dosages of
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LLLT fall in the 0.5 to 10.0 J/cm’ range.* Clinicians must be cautious when selecting 
proper dosage because LLLT is governed by the Law of Amdt-Schultz which claims that 
a weak dosage can have little or no effect on the target tissue, while a strong dosage can 
illicit inhibitory reactions, or complete retardation of the system.” The dosage window 
between positive and negative effects is thought to be as small a difference as 1 J/cm’.* 
When performing treatments on patients it would be wise to treat conservatively, at first, 
to ensure that no further damage is being done.
In Vivo Research
Conducting experiments in live beings seems to be the most accurate way to discover 
whether or not that intervention actually enhances the healing process. The ultimate test 
of a wound healing agent is in a complete animal.® Studies must first be conducted on 
animals to ensure that no further harm will come. Once the modality is deemed safe, 
experiments with human subjects may be used. In vivo experiments are advantageous 
because wounded tissue is similar to wounds found in clinical practice. The disadvantage 
is that the experiments cannot control all of the variables that are involved in healing; so 
results can only be inferred, not necessarily understood. Additionally, human skin 
wounds can only be inflicted if they are small and clean,® limiting the extent to what can 
truly be studied.
Experimental animal models are used to control as much of the variability between 
subjects as possible. An animal model has been inflicted with a wound or pathological 
process which is comparable to the same phenomenon in humans.® Using such models
10
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will allow for greater ease when making the research transition from animal to human 
subjects.
Animal Studies
There were three questions proposed by Mester et al.' that are still sought after today: 
1) Does low energy laser irradiation influence proliferative healing of mechanically 
inflicted wounds and of third degree bums and, if so, in which direction? 2) Provided 
that exposure to low energy radiation has a stimulant effect, which amount of energy is 
the most effective? 3) Does repeated exposure to the energy dose causing stimulation 
enhance the effect? Experiments using mice were used in attempt to answer these 
questions.
Third degree bums were inflicted on both sides of the spine, at kidney level, on the 
backs of white mice under anesthesia. One bum received laser treatment from a 6,943 Â 
wavelength (mby) laser, the contralateral bum served as a control. Six different 
experiments were set up, each indicating differing effects of LLLT. The first experiment 
treated a bum once, immediately following injury at 4 J/cm’ resulting in nonsignificant 
inhibition of wound healing. Experiment two treated a bum twice, immediately 
following injury and four days later at 1 J/cm’ resulting in nonsignificant stimulation of 
wound healing. The third experiment used the same dosage as the previous one, but 
changed the treatment schedule. Treating the bum three, seven, and twelve days post 
injury revealed significant stimulation of wound healing. The next experiments tested the 
range of possible dosages of the laser device. Experiment four delivered laser treatment 
at 0.5 J/cm’ three and seven days post injury which showed no effect. Experiment five 
delivered laser treatment at 5 J/cm’ three and six days post injury to reveal no effect. The
11
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last experiment treated at 10 J/cm’ three, seven, and twelve days post injury which 
offered no effect. It was determined by Mester et al.’ that exposure to LLLT stimulates 
the healing of third degree bums, most markedly at 1 J/cm’; repeated exposure to the 
stimulant increased the rate of healing.
While Mester et al.' focused on the dosage and frequency of treatment in mice, 
Braverman et al.”  chose to standardize all parameters of the treatment. The authors 
chose to use rabbits for their study because the animal could be placed in a rabbit 
restrainer and positioned under the laser beam for extended periods with no apparent 
stress or need for anesthetics. The animals were inflicted with two incisions, 4 cm lateral 
to their LI vertebrae and placed in a control group, HeNe treatment group, infrared (IR) 
laser treatment group, or HeNe and IR treatment group. The laser device used had a 
power output of 10 mW, and they decided their treatment would be 11 min, which 
provides a dosage of 1.65 J/cm’. Non-control groups received treatment on the right 
incision for 20 consecutive days. Testing for tensile strength of the tissue was not 
significantly different for treated and untreated wounds in the same group. However, all 
treatment groups were significantly greater than the control group. The authors attribute 
this finding to the possibility of the release of a circulating factor, a systemic effect.
Reddy et al.’  ̂noted that the benefieial effects of LLLT on normal wounded tissue has 
been established and that it was time to pay attention to healing-resistant wounds, such as 
in diabetes. Rats were afflicted with diabetes via an intraperitoneal injection of the 
pancreatic P-cell toxin streptozotocin at a dose of 65 mg/kg body weight. Evidence of the 
condition was present within two weeks following the injection. All rats received two 
hole-punch wounds on either side of the spine, one wound received treatment and the
12
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other served as a control. Treated wounds received 1 J/cm’ from a 632.8 nm (HeNe) 
laser. Treatment was continued for five days a week until the wounds closed. 
Biomechanical analysis indicated that LLLT appreciably increased the wound 
biomechanical stability of the diabetic rats.
Maintaining a consistent dosage of 10 J/cm’ among treatments, do Nascimento et al.’® 
varied the power used to reach the set dosage. Rats were given one standardized circular 
wound with a round punch on the dorsum. Irradiation was given on a daily basis for 
seven days from a 670 nm laser or a 685 nm laser with a power of 2, 15, or 25 mW. A 
control group was also used. Following the experimental period observations of the 
control subjects revealed the presence of richly vascularized granulation tissue. This was 
seen, to a greater extent, in each successive experimental group. Rats treated with the 
670 nm laser at 2 mW had a more intense level of angioblastic proliferation, the 15 and 
25 mW groups were respectively greater than that. The 685 nm group had more 
pronounced effects than the previous wavelength at the same power. The exception was 
at 685 nm and 25 mW, which resulted in poorly vascularized granulation tissue.
Although there have been significant findings in the animal literature, some criticize 
that it is not good enough for human studies.”  The research has been done, and has been 
successful on mice,' rabbits,’"* and rats.’®’’®’’*” ' However, a porcine model would relate 
better to humans because pig skin has less elasticity than the other animals; also wound 
healing in pigs and humans is more epithelialization rather than wound contraction.’"*
13
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Human Studies
Hopkins et al.® suggested that wounds should be as alike as possible. This would be a 
benefit when analyzing among wounds because healing could be attributed to the 
intervention rather than other faetors, sueh as wound variability.
Wong and Wilder-Smith®’ attempted to examine how LLLT effects prevention and 
healing of oral mucositis lesions secondary to chemotherapy and a weakened immune 
system. Eligible subjects were getting ready to initiate chemotherapy once again, and 
had been diagnosed with either a grade 3 or 4 (4 being the most severe) oral mucositis 
lesion. Fifteen subjects received laser therapy from an 830 nm laser at a dosage of 0.7- 
0.8 J/cm’ 24 hours prior to the reeommencement of chemotherapy, and then once weekly 
until the resolution of mucositis or completion of chemotherapy. Weekly assessment 
established the grade, size, and location of the lesion, as well as time to healing. With 
LLLT, 11 subjects experienced grade 0 (no) mucositis, 3 subjects experienced grade 1-2 
(mild-moderate) mucositis, and one subject experienced grade 3-4 (severe-marked) 
mucositis. Wong and Wilder-Smith®’ conclude that LLLT can serve as a proliferative 
stimulus.
Yu and colleagues®® set out to investigate LLLT’s ability to improve neural injury. 
Thirty patients that suffered from segmental-type vitiligo were used. Segmental-type 
vitiligo is a condition associated with a dysfunction of the sympathetic nerves, resulting 
in disappearing melanocytes in the affected skin; it is a loss of pigmentation. A HeNe 
laser delivered a 3.0 J/cm’ treatment for 30 seconds to various points on a lesion. The 
size of the lesion determined how many points of application were necessary, one 
application point per square centimeter of tissue; patients were treated once or twice a
14
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week. Repigmentation occurred in 100% of the lesion for 10% of the patients after 20 ±
4 treatments, 51 -75% of the lesion for 40% of the patients after 137 ± 5 treatments, and 
no repigmentation occurred at all in 10% of the patients after 53 ± 13 treatments. The 
authors claim that size and duration of the lesion was the most important factor affecting 
the treatment. Of the three patients that had no repigmentation, one lesion was 5 cm in 
diameter and had been present for thirty years, another lesion was 3.5 cm in diameter and 
had been there for 16 years; the two oldest lesions in the study. The third lesion was only 
six months old, however the patient had been suffering from nonlymphocytic leukemia 
for the past year and a half; Yu et al.®® suggest that the role of malignancy in 
repigmentation needs further evaluation.
To assess potential changes in healing over time, Hopkins et al.® turned to LLLT.
Two standardized circular wounds (1.27 cm’ each, 6.35 cm center to center) were given 
to one forearm, of the subjects participating in the experiment. Each subject received 
treatment to one of their wounds; either a laser treatment or a sham treatment; dependent 
variables included the size, color, and luminence of the wounds. Treatment was 
delivered from an 820 nm laser at a dose of 8 J/cm’. For ten days, subjects returned to 
the lab daily for a photograph, treatment, and assessment session. On days 6, 8, and 10, 
the treated wounds in the laser group were smaller than the untreated wounds. 
Furthermore, the laser group had smaller wounds than the sham group for both the treated 
and untreated wounds. These discoveries indicate that LLLT speeds up the healing 
process in standardized wounds. Interestingly, the results also imply that LLLT has a 
systemic effect.
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Further attempts to discover clinical relevance was performed on post-operative 
wounds.®"* The first round of treatments was on patients that had lacerations on their right 
instep; the wound was surgically and chemically cleaned and sutured. Irradiation took 
place every day for six days with a 904 nm laser at 5 W, the first treatment being no later 
than 48 hours post surgery (at the end of the inflammatory phase). The second 
experimental group consisted of patients with a laceration on the left foot that had 
tendonous involvement. Patients were surgically and chemically cleaned and sutured. 
Treatments were identical to the first group. Both groups showed signs of accelerated 
healing up to four days before expected. Sutures were removed from patients in both 
groups earlier than anticipated.
In Vitro Research
Conducting in vitro research can be interpreted to understand why certain 
interventions do what they do. In vitro studies are offer insight into the microscopic 
perspective of how a biological system works and responds. When carrying out wound 
healing research, the advantage of in vitro models is the ability to isolate a specific 
component of an entire process without manipulating the rest of the tissue. The major 
disadvantage is the complicatedness of analyzing results and drawing conclusions for 
wounded tissue in an otherwise normal organism.®
Different Cell Cultures 
According to Gottrup® the most investigated cells in wound healing research are 
fibroblasts, kératinocytes, macrophages, and endothelial cells. Boulton and Marshall'® 
used human embryonic foreskin fibroblasts and human skin fibroblasts to examine the
16
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effect of a HeNe laser. Treatment consisted of either one or two fifteen minute 
treatments at an irradiance of 100 pW/cm’, 24 hours or 24 and 48 hours post-plating.
Cell counts were determined either 24 and 48 hours or 24 hours after the cessation of the 
last exposure. Irradiated cells exhibited a significantly greater number of cells when 
compared to the non-irradiated cells, whether irradiated for one or two fifteen minute 
treatment sessions. The authors were astounded by this and could not explain their 
results.
Hallman et al.’ used human foreskin fibroblasts to further examine the effects of a 
HeNe laser. Treated cells were irradiated once daily for five days with 60 sec. exposures 
to a 0.9 mW HeNe laser. Cells were counted in a Coulter Counter at the time of plating, 
48 hours later at the initiation of treatment, and daily thereafter. Hallman et al.’ 
determined that there was no statistically significant difference between laser treated and 
control groups. The speeulation is that perhaps this happened because the treatment 
dosage was not high enough, or a daily treatment was too frequent.
A HeNe laser was administered to different cultures of endothelial cells by Colver 
and Priestly."* Cells in sixteen wells were exposed to laser light three times a day for 
three days for at an average energy density of 37.5, 75, 225, or 450 mJ/cm’ and for a time 
of 5, 10, 30, or 60 seeonds. This experiment was repeated to eheck for reproducibility. 
The first experiment reached significance with there being the greatest increase in cell 
proliferation with a ten second treatment, regardless of the dosage. The second 
experiment did not reach significance. The authors also used muscle biopsies and 
collagen lattices to investigate the effects of laser therapy, but none of their other 
methods provided any information that would advocate the use of the modality. The lack
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of an effect is explained as any of a few possible reasons; the use of inappropriate 
models, inadequate energy applied to the system, or a true absence of biomodulation.
Neonatal foreskin kératinocytes were used by Haas et al.  ̂ Cells were seeded and 
uniformly wounded by scraping a fire-polished glass rod of 0.1 mm in diameter across 
the monolayer. Cultures were incubated for 20 hours during which time they received 
three separate laser treatments of 0.8 J/cm^. The area of the wound was measured at the 
time of wounding and six hours after that. HeNe irradiated wound demonstrated a 
threefold increase in the rate of migration of the wound edge as compared to non­
irradiated controls.
Schindl and colleagues^^ chose a new set of parameters to investigate LLLT. They 
were interested in the effects of laser light irradiation at 670 nm on human umbilical vein 
endothelial cell proliferation, based on different dosages or powers. Irradiations were 
performed every 48 hours for a period of six days. The first set of experiments tested 
cells at doses of 2, 4, and 8 J/cm^ with a constant power of 20mW/cm^. The next set of 
experiments compared a dose of 8 J/cm^ set with varying powers of 10, 20, and 65 
mW/cm^. The authors determined that there was a significant effect using LLLT, each 
successive dose tested yielded greater proliferation than the previous dose. Furthermore, 
a constant dose delivered at a power of 20 or 65 mW/cm^ resulted in significantly greater 
cellular proliferation than the control or 10 mW/cm^ cells.
Moore et al.^  ̂claimed that variations in results of laser studies could be due to many 
factors, including: “irradiation parameters (wavelength, power, fluence), cell type 
irradiated, or the underlying wound healing defect of in vivo systems.” In an effort to 
single out how one parameter is effecting treatment, they employed various wavelengths
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and controlled for the other parameters. Murine fibroblast and endothelial cells were 
exposed once to one of a few possible wavelengths (625, 635, 645, 655,665, 675, or 810 
nm) with a dosage of 10 J/cm^. Cell proliferation was measured 72 hours following 
irradiation. It was determined that there was increased fibroblast proliferation at all 
wavelengths when compared to the control; further, proliferation of fibroblasts increased 
with longer wavelengths, with the exception of 810 nm. Exposure to 810 nm laser light 
was inhibitory to fibroblasts.
Due to the differences in treatment techniques and varied outcomes of the LLLT 
literature, it is difficult to determine what is best. Some studies tell us that laser therapy 
offers no statistically beneficial effects,"^’’ while others express what a favorable modality 
LLLT Further research must be conducted on LLLT.
Standardized wounding technique
Wounding can be accomplished both mechanically and chemically.^ In a mechanical 
wound, denudation of the area is achieved by scraping the confluent cellular monolayer 
with plastic pipette tips, razor blades,^’ a 25 gauge needle in a standardized jig,^^ a 23- 
gauge stub adapter or a rotating silicone tip. Another mechanical technique involves 
placing a Teflon bar in the bottom of the culture dish, then adding the cells, then 
removing the bar. Teflon is a non-stick surface allowing removal of the bar to cause no 
further damage to the cell monolayer. The instrument used will depend on the desired 
width and shape of the defect. A chemical disruption of the cells can be made by using 
alkali.^^ Whatever the mode of wounding utilized it is important to follow the advice of 
Hopkins^ and make the wounds as similar as possible.
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According to Burk/^ when the arrangement of the tissue is disturbed by wounding the 
surrounding cells of that type migrate into the wound area along with the occurrence of 
cell division to fill the space and to restore the original structure. Burk^’ was developing 
a new method of wounding monolayer cultures because previous methods did not give 
adequate indications of the original wound edge. This new method was accomplished by 
pressing a razor blade into the confluent monolayer of cells which left a mark on the petri 
plates that the cells were seeded in. Then the blade was gently moved to one side to 
remove part of the sheet of cells. Burk^’ cautioned on the type of razor to use, 
recommending that a rigid blade be used because flexible blades were leaving uneven 
wounds. Burk^’ also suggested that one blade be used no more than 24 times due to 
damage occurring to the blade each time it is scraped which left gaps in the cutting edge 
and left lines of cells attached to the plate. Cell migration was measured by counting 
how many cells had crossed the starting line over time.
Haas et al.^ seeded confluent keratinocyte cultures and wounded them with a pulled, 
fire-polished glass rod. The procedure was monitored to ensure uniformity of the wound. 
Images were recorded immediately following wounding and six hours post wounding. 
These images were blown up by a projection system so that 1.3 pm real distance = 10 
mm on the projection. Migration was quantitated by measuring the distance cells 
traveled from the wound margin into the wound at 1 cm intervals along the 10 cm 
projected wound border. Measured distances were then converted into actual distance.
Calderon et al.^  ̂constructed a jig to inflict a standardized wound into a monolayer of 
cells. Fibroblasts were seeded in round wells on flexible-bottomed, collagen bonded 
tissue culture plates. The jig consisted of a slotted aluminum disc that could rotate over a
20
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single well. A sterilized needle was placed in an aluminum sleeve that slid along the slot 
in the disc and driven the diameter of the well to create eight equal sized areas of tissue, 
like pieces of a pie. The cells were quantified using an electronic cell counter.
Chemical wounding takes a slightly different approach as described by Buisson et 
al.^  ̂ Confluent respiratory epithelial cells were subject to a 2 pi drop of 1 M NaOH 
(sodium hydroxide) at the center of the well. This created a circular wound equal to 
about 3% of the total culture surface. Wound areas were calculated over time and 
expressed as wound relative area, corresponding to the ratio of the denuded surface at a 
given time to the denuded surface measured immediately after wounding.
In summary, the reviewed literature on animals gives the impression that LLLT is an 
advantageous treatment.’’ Animal literature is lacking in the area of pig studies, 
which would replicate human skin better than rats, mice, or rabbits.^" The literature 
incorporating human subjects agrees that LLLT is a successful therapy.^’ Human 
studies, however, are small in number and limited by the amount of damage that can be 
done to human subjects, which detracts from their immediate clinical application.
Cellular literature is indecisive when reaching a consensus regarding LLLT, some say 
that is does not speed up healing,'*’ ’ while others say that it does.^’ Continuing 
research at the cellular level will help to find harmony among the research that is already 
out there. Wounding cells is a way to replicate the damage actually done to the surface of 
the skin or other structures that are harmed when injured. Going on with cellular research 
will only provide more insight into the practicality of low level lasers.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY 
Design Statement
The design of the study was a 3 x 4 x 8 mixed model. The independent variables were 
wound (wound #1, #2, and #3), dosage (0.0 J/cm^, 1.0 J/cm^, 1.5 J/cm^, and 2.0 J/cm^), 
and time (initial wounding, 1 ,2 ,3 , 4, 5, 6, and 7 hours post treatment). The dependent 
measure of interest was cell migration across a standardized wound by human skin cells.
Cell Culture
Human skin fibroblasts (CCD-1070Sk) taken from newborn male normal foreskin 
were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Skin 
fibroblasts were maintained in 90% Minimum essential medium (Eagle) with 2 mM L- 
glutamine and Earle’s BSS adjusted to contain 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 mM non- 
essential amino acids, and 1.0 mM sodium pyruvate and 10% fetal bovine serum 
containing 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, and 1% penicillin streptomycin; in accordance with 
ATCC recommendations. For subculturing, the spent medium was removed and the cells 
were washed once with phosphate buffered saline. Fresh 0.25% trypsin and 0.03%
EDTA solution was added and incubated. Fresh medium was added, then aspirated and 
dispensed into new flasks. Cultures were incubated at 37°C in 95% air and 5% carbon 
dioxide (CO2), 100% humidity. Cells were seeded and confinent in two days.
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Instrumentation
Data collection took place in the Department of Chemistry’s Cancer Research 
Laboratory on the campus of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Cells were kept in an 
incubator when not receiving treatment or being recorded. Magnification was 
accomplished through the use of a Nikon Eclipse TE 2Q00-U Microscope (Nikon 
Corporation, Melville, NY) viewed through the eyepiece lens at the CFl lOx setting. 
Images were captured with a Photometries CoolSNAP c/digital camera (Photometries, 
Tucson, AZ) and viewed with MetaVue, Meta Imaging Series 6.1 software. A 635 nm 
HPD 7401 diode laser (High Power Devices, Inc, North Brunswick, NJ) was used for the 
irradiation of cells. Images were weighed on a spring-loaded Electronic Analytical 
Balance (model A-160) (Denver Instrument Company, Denver, CO), the sensitivity of 
which was carried out to one ten thousandth of a gram.
Procedures
Once human skin cells reached confluency they were seeded into a four well chamber 
(Lab-Tek 11 Chamber Slide with Cover (Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, NY)) at
80,000 cells per well in 500 pL of media. Each well was inflicted with a standardized 
“wound” in a manner similar to one previously used by Haas et al.^ and Hawkins and 
Abrahamse.”  The tip of a 1.2 mm syringe needle was scraped across a monolayer of 
cells, the entire width of the well, in three different locations in each well. Digital images 
were taken of a section of each “wound” (Figure 1). The site of wound that was captured 
was chosen based on our ability to relocate that specific site time after time.
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Figure 1. Illustration of chamber slide; bold lines indicate individual wells and their 
assigned dosage (4), thin lines represent wounds (3 per well, 12 total), boxes signify 
section of each wound captured by digital camera (12)
Each of the wells were assigned to receive a different dosage of LLLT, with one well 
serving as a control that received no treatment (dosage = 0.0 J/cm^). Cells receiving 
treatment were exposed once to a 635 nm laser with a power output of 11.5 mW and at a 
dosage of 1.0 J/cm^, 1.5 J/cm^, or 2.0 J/cm^. The length of the treatment was determined 
by the equation: dosage = power x time;* the 1.0 J/cm^ dosage was delivered for 2 
minutes, 1.5 J/cm^ for 3 minutes, and 2.0 J/cm^ for 4 minutes.
The microscope slide was placed on top of a cardboard template that allowed the laser 
to treat the desired well. The template contained a hole cut to the precise width of one 
treatment well. The laser was held in a metallic clasp and directed up through the hole in 
the template to treat the cells from underneath. No more than the desired well was 
exposed to the laser light since the template was only as wide as one well.
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Following irradiation and in between photo sessions, chamber dishes were kept in the 
incubator. Control wells were exposed to the same environmental changes as the 
experimental wells, with the exception of LLLT, due to the fact that treated and non­
treated cells were kept in neighboring wells within the four well chamber.
Images were collected once every hour for seven hours; or until the wound appeared 
to be completely healed. Wound images were printed and wound area was quantified by 
weighing the entire image, cutting out the wound and weighing that. Wound area was 
figured as a percentage of total area.'*®’'*'
Data Reduction
The microscope, and subsequently the digital camera were unable to capture the 
entire length of each wound. Therefore, a sample had to be taken of each wound to 
represent the total wound. Three standardized boxes were drawn on the printed images 
of each wound at each time point, in as close to the same location as possible, so that all 
boxes contained the superior and inferior wound margin, if possible; the edge of the 
wound was traced inside each box (Figure 2). All boxes were cut from the image and 
individually weighed on a balance; this initial weight was recorded. The wounded area 
was then cut from the boxes along the lines that were traced, this was weighed on the 
balance. The weight o f the wound divided by the weight of the entire box gave a 
percentage of the image area that was wounded. The percent of wound at time 0 min was 
equated to 100% wound, at each subsequent time point, the wound area was further 
divided by the percentage at time 0 min to come up with the percent change of the 
wound. The percentages of the three boxes per wound were averaged to represent the
25
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percent of the wound present. Once there were values for each wound at each time point, 
wounds 1, 2, and 3 within each well at each time point were averaged again to represent 
the mean percentage of wound present after being treated by a specific dosage of LLLT.
i fjtA*.
Figure 2. Image of Wound one, directly after wounding, in the well receiving 1.0 J/em^ 
treatment; standardized boxes were cut and weighed, cell area was subsequently cut off 
and the area of wounded space was weighed
Statistical Analvsis
A 4 X 8 mixed model factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) design with statistical 
significance of p < 0.05 set apriori was used. The independent variables were dosage (0.0 
J/cm^, 1.0 J/cm^, 1.5 J/cm^, and 2.0 J/cm^) and time (initial wounding, 1 ,2 ,3 , 4, 5, 6, and
26
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7 hours post treatment). The analysis was conducted to compare the dependent variable, 
cell migration. The statistics were run using SPSS Version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) 
for Windows. Lastly, 24 separate one-way ANOVA's were run to assess variability 
between wounds in each well.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS
The analysis indicated there was no significant effect for Dosage, (F (3, 8) -  3.270, p 
= 0.080). The analysis did indicate significance for Time, (F (3.987, 31.898) -  112.788, 
p < 0.001) (Figure 3). Lastly, the analysis did not indicate a significant effect for a 
Dosage x Time interaction, (F (11.962, 31.898) = 1.511, p = 0.172) (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Graph of Percent of Wound Present Over Time (Mean ± St. Err.)
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Figure 4. Graph of Percent of Wound Present Per Dosage Over Time (Mean ± St. Err.)
The final analysis compared wounds in the same well at each time point. At three 
and five hours post treatment, the wounds in the well receiving 1.0 J/cm^ were 
significantly different from one another with p = 0.029 and 0.014, respectively. All other 
wounds within the same well at each time point did not reach statistical significance.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION
Evidence suggests that when a low level laser is transmitted into the body that healing 
has the potential to occur/' The photons emitted by the laser are absorbed by 
structures within the cell that excite the mitochondrial respiratory chain/^ Chemical 
energy in the form of ATP is produced/^ providing energy which increases cellular 
metabolism that will assist in returning the cell to a normal state/^
Of greatest interest in this study was the comparison of LLLT over time, to verify if 
changes existed between dosages. Our results indicated that there was no statistical 
difference between treatments over time. These results are in line with those of Hallman 
et al.  ̂and Colver and Priestly,'* each of whom saw no statistical difference between laser 
treated and control groups in their respective studies.
Frequency of treatment could be the reason why there was no difference between 
groups. Boulton and Marshall,*** Haas et al.,^ and Schindl et al.^  ̂each used multiple 
treatment sessions of LLLT over several days on their cells and each found a statistically 
beneficial effect. The present study treated cells only once within a seven hour period. 
This time frame was used because pilot data revealed that wounded non-irradiated cells 
heal within five to eight hours. Mester et al.' compared a I.O J/cm^ treatment delivered 
two times to a 1.0 J/cm^ treatment delivered three times and while one offered 
nonsignificant stimulation of wound healing, the latter revealed statistically significant
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stimulation of wound healing. Boulton and Marshall'** compared two conditions of LLLT 
using the same dosage. One condition delivered treatment once, while the other 
condition delivered it twice; they found a greater effect for those irradiated twice.
Perhaps the experimental dosages used in this study were not high enough to illicit a 
significant response from the cells. We used 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 J/cm^ in our study and 
found no effect; these dosages were chosen because Mcleod^ recommends starting 
treatments with a lower dosage and progressively increasing that until the desired effect 
is seen. Also, published research using similar procedures experimented on either only 
one dosage,^ or on a large range of dosages;" each of which had a pronounced effect. 
Schindl et al.^  ̂and Moore et al.^  ̂each irradiated at or higher than 2.0 J/cm^ and received 
an effect.
It is possible that our wounded environment was not wounded enough. We chose to 
scratch a monolayer o f cells because it was more applicable to clinicians; not to mention
^  11 ^ n ^ o
that previous literature ’ ’ ' has had success using similar techniques as a wound 
model. Several authors mention that LLLT will not have an effect on normal healthy 
tissue, that in order for the treatment to do anything there has to be a truly unhealthy 
physiological state.^’"  Almeida-Lopes et al.'*̂  monitored cellular proliferation in 
fibroblasts that were kept under normal cellular culture conditions with a growth medium 
containing the typical 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and also with 5% FBS. The cells 
contained in 5% FBS was intended to mimic cellular stress. They first noted that cells 
maintained in nutritional deficit presented with a cellular proliferation rate significantly 
smaller than those kept in the ideal 10% FBS. Furthermore, once the cells were
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irradiated, the 5% FBS group exhibited signs of cellular proliferation at a rate similar to 
or greater than control cells in 10% FBS.
There was a significant effect on the factor time; meaning that the percent of wound 
present at each time interval was significantly different than any other time interval, 
regardless of the dosage being applied. This result was expected based on pilot work 
which showed that the wound margin of the scraped tissue will grow back together in a 
matter of hours, without ever having been irradiated. This outcome was also produced in 
previous cell migration studies.^’"  Additionally, dosage as a factor did not achieve 
significance in our study.
There were 24 separate ANOVA’s that compared wounds within the same well at 
each time point to one another. The reason for running so many analyses was to validate 
the rate of healing that was occurring. Refer to Figure 1; this analysis compared wounds 
1, 2, and 3 to one another but did not compare the wounds in the control well to the 
wounds of the experimental wells, and it did not compare wounds in a specific well to 
wounds in that same well an hour later. In order to observe consistent healing among the 
wounds they should not have been different from one another and therefore, the analyses 
should not have reached significance. This is what was seen, almost entirely, that the 
wounds within the same well at each individual time point were not statistically different 
fi-om each other. For example, six hours after wounding, the percentage of wounded 
space, sampled from wound one, that received treatment at 1.5 J/cm^, was not statistically 
different from wounds two or three within that same well at six hours post wounding. 
And, three hours after wounding, the percentage of wounded space, sampled from wound 
two, that served as the control group, was not statistically different from wounds one or
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three within that same well at three hours post wounding. There were two times in the
1.0 J/cm^ well when the wounds were significantly different: three and five hours post 
treatment.
One possible reason for different wounds at three and five hours post treatment is that 
maybe the boxes drawn on the images to capture a sample of the entire wound were not 
in the exact location, or as close to it as possible, as the surrounding time points. If this is 
the case then we compared two different areas to quantify a rate of change which may 
lead us to an incorrect conclusion. Another possible explanation could be that the cells 
were migrating not only forward and backward in relation to the wound edge, hut side to 
side as well. Doing so might create inconsistencies in the samples taken from each image 
to quantify the area of wound.
Conclusions
The application of low level lasers was proposed to affect the rate of healing seen in a 
monolayer of skin cells. After wounding the cells and delivering a treatment of either 1.0 
J/cm^, 1.5 J/cm^, or 2.0 J/cm^, none of the experimental dosages yielded healing at a 
significantly different rate than that of the control. Nor did any of the experimental 
dosages heal at a rate significantly different from one another. Our statistical findings 
suggest that using LLLT is no different than doing nothing at all.
Practical Recommendations
Even though our study did not provide evidence that validates the use of LLLT at the 
experimented parameters, some clinical advice can still be given based largely on the
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results of other studies. When it comes to surface wounds, small in nature, whose 
uninterrupted healing time is only minimal, it may not he worth the time and effort to use 
LLLT on the wound. Applying the modality might only speed up the process by a few 
hours. If a larger and deeper, more complex wound exists, one that takes more than a few 
days to heal, it is possible that LLLT might have a more pronounced effect and heal the 
tissue a day or two earlier than if ther^ were no wound healing intervention, as it did in 
the Herascu et al.̂ '* study.
Should laser therapy be applied in the clinical setting, it would be wise to use a lower 
dosage, just to be safe.^ Keep it up if the desired outcome is seen; if no effect is 
noticeable, attempt a higher dosage, increasing by only a fraction of the dose. Cease the 
treatment if undesirable effects occur.
Future Research Considerations 
The reviewed studies revealed considerable differences in the healing that took place, 
both stimulating and inhibitory. Future research should look into dosages that inhibit 
healing, finding out how high is too high. The study should use dosages that are known 
to stimulate healing along with experimental dosages that could potentially inhibit 
healing. The dosages should he small enough increments apart to create accurate ranges 
of dosage for both the stimulation and inhibition of wound healing.
It is important to come up with a wound model that can easily be replicated and 
serves as a good representation for the in vivo wounded environment. Maybe just 
scratching the surface (literally) is not enough. Combining a wounded monolayer of cells 
along with keeping them in a state of nutritional deficit would be an interesting approach.
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Effective treatments in athletic training are often held in higher regard if  they take 
less time to apply. Future research should look at a single dosage of treatment applied at 
different powers. Using the equation Dosage = Power x Time, clinicians could find the 
most effective treatment that can be delivered in the least amount of time.
Whatever the next path taken might he it will continue to shed light on this dim topic. 
So much is still unknown about low level laser therapy and it is only a matter of time 
before some lights start to turn on.
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APPENDIX I
IMAGES
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Image 1. 1.0 J/cm Wound I t = 0 min.
Image 2. 1.0 J/cm^ Wound I t = 60 min.
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Image 3. 1.0 J/cm Wound 1 t=  120 min.
Image 4. 1.0 J/cm Wound I t = 180 min.
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Image 5. 1.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 240 min.
Image 6. 1.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 300 min.
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Image 7. 1.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 360 min.
Image 8. 1.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 420 min.
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Image 9. 1.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 0 min.
Image 10. 1.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 60 min.
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Image II . 1.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 120 min.
Image 12. 1.0 J/cm Wound 2 t=  180 min.
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Image 13. l.OJ/cm Wound 2 t = 240min.
%
Image 14. l.OJ/cm W ound2 t = 300min.
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Image 15. l.OJ/cm Wound 2 t = 360 min.
Image 16. 1.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 420 min.
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Image 17. 1.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 0 min.
Image 18. 1.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 60 min.
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Image 19. l.OJ/cm Wound 3 t=120m in .
Image20. 1.0 J/cm W ound3 t= I8 0 m in .
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Image 21. 1.0 J/cm^ Wound 3 t = 240 min.
Image 22 l.OJ/cm^ Wound 3 t = 300 min.
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Image 23. 1.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 360 min.
Image 24. 1.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 420 min.
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Image 25. 1.5 J/cm Wound I t = 0 min.
Image 26. 1.5 J/cm Wound 1 t = 60 min.
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Image 27. 1.5 J/cm^ Wound 1 t=  120 min.
m
Image 28. 1.5 J/cm Wound 1 t=  180 min.
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Image 29. 1.5 J/cm Wound 1 t = 240 min.
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Image 30. 1.5 J/cm Wound 1 t = 300 min.
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Image 31. 1.5 J/cm Wound 1 t = 360 min.
Image 32. 1.5 J/cm^ Wound 1 t = 420 min.
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Image 33. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t = 0 min.
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Image 34. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t = 60 min.
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Image 35. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t=  120 min.
Image 36. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t = 180 min.
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Image 37. 1.5 J/cm^ Wound 2 t = 240 min.
Image 38. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t = 300 min.
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Image 39. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t = 360 min.
Image 40. 1.5 J/cm Wound 2 t -  420 min
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Image 41. 1.5 J/cm^ Wound 3 t = 0 min.
Image 42. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 60 min.
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Image 43. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t=  120 min.
Image 44. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 180 min.
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Image 45. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 240 min.
Image 46. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 300 min.
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Image 47. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 360 min.
Image 48. 1.5 J/cm Wound 3 t = 420 min.
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Image 49. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 0 min.
Image 50. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 60 min.
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Image 51. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t=  120 min.
Image 52. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 180 min.
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Image 53. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 240 min.
Image 54. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 300 min.
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Image 55. 2.0 J/cm Wound 1 t = 360 min.
Image 56. 2.0 J/cm^ Wound 1 t = 420 min.
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Image 57. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 0 min.
Image 58. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 60 min.
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Image 59. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 120 min.
Image 60. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t=  180 min.
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Image 61. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 240 min.
Image 62. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 300 min.
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Image 63. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 360min.
%
Image 64. 2.0 J/cm Wound 2 t = 420 min.
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Image 65. 2.0 J/cm^ Wound 3 t = 0 min.
Image 66. 2.0 J/cm^ Wound 3 t = 60 min.
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Image 67. 2.0 J/cm Wound 3 t=  120 min.
Image 68. 2.0 J/cm^ Wound 3 t = 180 min.
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Image 69. 2.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 240 min.
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Image 70. 2.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 300 min.
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Image 71. 2.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 360 min.
Image 72. 2.0 J/cm Wound 3 t = 420 min.
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Image 73. Control Wound 1 t = 0 min.
Image 74. Control Wound 1 t = 60 min.
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Image 75. Control Wound 1 t = 120 min.
g
Image 76. Control Wound 1 t=  180 min.
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Image 77. Control Wound 1 t = 240 min.
Image 78. Control Wound 1 t = 300 min.
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Image 79. Control Wound 1 t = 360 min.
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Image 80. Control Wound 1 t = 420 min.
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Image 81. Control Wound 2 t = 0 min.
Image 82. Control Wound 2 t = 60 min.
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Image 83. Control Wound 2 t=  120 min.
Image 84. Control Wound 2 t = 180 min.
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Image 85. Control Wound 2 t = 240 min.
Image 86. Control Wound 2 t = 300 min.
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Image 87. Control Wound 2 t = 360 min.
i
Image 88. Control Wound 2 t = 420 min.
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Image 89. Control Wound 3 t = 0 min.
Image 90. Control Wound 3 t = 60 min.
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Image 91. Control Wound 3 t=  120 min.
Image 92. Control Wound 3 t=  180 min.
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Image 93. Control Wound 3 t = 240 min.
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Image 94. Control Wound 3 t = 300 min.
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Image 95. Control Wound 3 t = 360 min.
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Image 96. Control Wound 3 t = 420 min.
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Image 97. Setup of Laser Treatment
Image 98. Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide with Cover (top view)
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Image 99. Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide with Cover (side view)
Image 100. Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide next to Cardboard Template
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APPENDIX II
DATA
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DOSE WOUND SAMPLE 0 min Area 0 min % 60 min Area 60 min %
1 1 A 0.774285714 100.000% 0.657636618 84.935%
1 1 B 0.739028945 100.000% 0.705277908 95.433%
1 1 C 0.894117647 100.000% 0.711653616 79.593%
MEAN 100.000% 86.654%
1 2 A 0.520211742 100.000% 0.462945591 88.992%
1 2 B 0.518731988 100.000% 0.367668097 70.878%
1 2 C 0.623800384 100.000% 0.304589708 48.828%
MEAN 100.000% 69.566%
1 3 A 0.683057667 100.000% 0.437128487 63.996%
1 3 B 0.68092536 100.000% 0.537265661 78.902%
1 3 C 0.491281604 100.000% 0.384963768 78.359%
MEAN 100.000% 73.752%
1.5 1 A 0.869141531 100.000% 0.755102041 86.879%
1.5 1 B 0.656821378 100.000% 0.771616541 117.477%
1.5 1 C 0.926614027 100.000% 0.856553621 92.439%
MEAN 100.000% 98.932%
1.5 2 A 0.701304753 100.000% 0.690900563 98.516%
1.5 2 B 0.888472352 100.000% 0.831916903 93.635%
1.5 2 C 0.876662082 100.000% 0.66466235 75.817%
MEAN 100.000% 89.323%
1.5 3 A 0.893087558 100.000% 0.730912477 81.841%
1.5 3 B 0.853906611 100.000% 0.757182576 88.673%
1.5 3 C 0.778647032 100.000% 0.765858209 98.358%
MEAN 100.000% 89.624%
2 1 A 1 100.000% 0.960377358 96.038%
2 1 B 0.899341486 100.000% 0.832549389 92.573%
2 1 C 0.730459498 100.000% 0.700648749 95.919%
MEAN 100.000% 94.843%
2 2 A 0.985661425 100.000% 0.942910622 95.663%
2 2 B 0.835396607 100.000% 0.782690499 93.691%
2 2 C 1 100.000% 0.939295644 93.930%
MEAN 100.000% 94.428%
2 3 A 0.784065188 100.000% 0.795549374 101.465%
2 3 B 0.607709751 100.000% 0.558128763 91.841%
2 3 C 0.882379655 100.000% 0.72311952 81.951%
MEAN 100.000% 91.752%
C 1 A 0.716713881 100.000% 0.710178001 99.088%
C 1 B 0.625645843 100.000% 0.497909893 79.583%
c 1 C 0.727729557 100.000% 0.55785124 76.656%
MEAN 100.000% 85.109%
c 2 A 0.999077916 100.000% 0.987528868 98.844%
c 2 B 0.968158745 100.000% 0.939519852 97.042%
c 2 C 0.940366972 100.000% 0.921266968 97.969%
MEAN 100.000% 97.952%
c 3 A 0.911592242 100.000% 0.740548204 81.237%
c 3 B 0.522808587 100.000% 0.477209302 91.278%
c 3 C 0.548711228 100.000% 0.471296296 85.891%
MEAN 100.000% 86.135%
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120 min Area 120 min % 180 min Area 180 min % 240 min Area 240 min %
0.641196013 82.811% 0.572095194 73.887% 0.456043956 58.899%
0.663298117 89.753% 0.549537037 74.359% 0.447635882 60.571%
0.521126761 58.284% 0.475279851 53.156% 0.207894737 23.251%
76.949% 67.134% 47.574%
0.293487957 56.417% 0.275668073 52.992% 0.143950263 27.671%
0.342701723 66.065% 0.244036697 47.045% 0.152298851 29.360%
0.256963163 41.193% 0.210477515 33.741% 0.102697586 16.463%
54.558% 44.593% 24.498%
0.293111639 42.912% 0.165262172 24.194% 0.142593447 20.876%
0.423923445 62.257% 0.30174793 44.314% 0.057298772 8.415%
0.192034139 39.088% 0.189936537 38.661% 0.271699819 55.304%
48.086% 35.723% 28.198%
0.755392382 86.912% 0.778246601 89.542% 0.635299415 73.095%
0.788712687 120.080% 0.798510935 121.572% 0.844514959 128.576%
0.806270473 87.013% 0.65211333 70.376% 0.726200873 78.371%
98.002% 93.830% 93.348%
0.613533152 87.485% 0.611476952 87.191% 0.596264368 85.022%
0.824886878 92.843% 0.757109557 85.215% 0.736538462 82.899%
0.660207301 75.309% 0.532354291 60.725% 0.440798859 50.282%
85.212% 77.710% 72.734%
0.749642346 83.938% 0.462894249 51.831% 0.308045977 34.492%
0.641049672 75.073% 0.544692737 63.788% 0.384154767 44.988%
0.668723303 85.883% 0.613320999 78.768% 0.338694853 43.498%
81.631% 64.796% 40.993%
0.913063477 91.306% 0.983931947 98.393% 0.944121591 94.412%
0.766558592 85.236% 0.622516556 69.219% 0.437804338 48.681%
0.573193047 78.470% 0.539073467 73.799% 0.523537176 71.672%
85.004% 80.471% 71.588%
0.946373626 96.014% 0.890883978 90.384% 0.789449329 80.093%
0.649356414 77.730% 0.545873675 65.343% 0.260229885 31.150%
0.860352423 86.035% 0.876508821 87.651% 0.741435946 74.144%
86.593% 81.126% 61.796%
0.807906977 103.041% 0.688036117 87.752% 0.498158379 63.535%
0.532340624 87.598% 0.380404784 62.596% 0.380823157 62.665%
0.709632387 80.423% 0.474399638 53.764% 0.448829738 50.866%
90.354% 68.038% 59.022%
0.711625795 99.290% 0.696969697 97.245% 0.672777269 93.870%
0.290702948 46.464% 0.28471575 45.507% 0.212215782 33.919%
0.414711191 56.987% 0.393557423 54.080% 0.260792167 35.836%
67.581% 65.611% 54.542%
0.97214735 97.304% 0.951230629 95.211% 0.90176089 90.259%
0.887782805 91.698% 0.753610108 77.840% 0.506880734 52.355%
0.871829105 92.712% 0.685465383 72.893% 0.501368613 53.316%
93.905% 81.981% 65.310%
0.49159473 53.927% 0.455540356 49.972% 0.340182648 37.317%
0.456292906 87.277% 0.277676121 53.112% 0.157386102 30.104%
0.364223144 66.378% 0.309917355 56.481% 0.211981567 38.633%
69.194% 53.188% 35.351%
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300 min Area 300 min % 360 min Area 360 min % 420 min Area 420 min %
0.423604758 54.709% 0.263705104 34.058% 0.108757062 14.046%
0.364852399 49.369% 0.134980989 18.265% 0 0.000%
0.256561086 28.694% 0 0.000% 0 0.000%
44.258% 17.441% 4.682%
0.101469891 19.505% 0.120603015 23.183% 0.10853835 20.864%
0.103497164 19.952% 0.013526119 2.608% 0 0.000%
0.038789026 6.218% 0 0.000% 0 0.000%
15.225% 8.597% 6.955%
0.109239873 15.993% 0.035714286 5.229% 0 0.000%
0.038305543 5.626% 0 0.000% 0 0.000%
0.084442405 17.188% 0.016659163 3.391% 0 0.000%
12.935% 2.873% 0.000%
0.590096286 67.894% 0.494864613 56.937% 0.320754717 36.905%
0.80202113 122.106% 0.807619944 122.959% 0.708920188 107.932%
0.614720582 66.341% 0.643796992 69.478% 0.457422057 49.365%
85.447% 83.125% 64.734%
0.597050428 85.134% 0.525170068 74.885% 0.315002412 44.917%
0.719700515 81.004% 0.402656894 45.320% 0.285920231 32.181%
0.360283688 41.097% 0.227145522 25.910% 0.15973844 18.221%
69.079% 48.705% 31.773%
0.346478873 38.796% 0.326244344 36.530% 0.081168831 9.089%
0.16612529 19.455% 0.252717391 29.595% 0.080756807 9.457%
0.337937385 43.401% 0.09329187 11.981% 0.035830619 4.602%
33.884% 26.036% 7.716%
0.861214953 86.121% 0.812323612 81.232% 0.838365072 83.837%
0.412256267 45.840% 0.394011407 43.811% 0.440055122 48.931%
0.327570519 44.844% 0.390959925 53.522% 0.199078341 27.254%
58.935% 59.522% 53.340%
0.641594925 65.093% 0.444394008 45.086% 0.381852552 38.741%
0.241189931 28.871% 0.138939671 16.632% 0.088619403 10.608%
0.507213706 50.721% 0.315692591 31.569% 0.121155638 12.116%
48.229% 31.096% 20.488%
0.464632455 59.259% 0.423043478 53.955% 0.328798186 41.935%
0.219557196 36.129% 0.193591455 31.856% 0.204954955 33.726%
0.438228438 49.664% 0.204835165 23.214% 0.167272727 18.957%
48.351% 36.342% 31.539%
0.464335021 64.787% 0.267340377 37.301% 0.293264733 40.918%
0.076061596 12.157% 0 0.000% 0 0.000%
0.223684211 30.737% 0.176901925 24.309% 0.107820453 14.816%
35.894% 20.537% 18.578%
0.908125577 90.896% 0.856244385 85.703% 0.783671587 78.439%
0.605203104 62.511% 0.599361896 61.907% 0.190609019 19.688%
0.444545869 47.274% 0.050359712 5.355% 0 0.000%
66.894% 50.989% 32.709%
0.327770051 35.956% 0.254010695 27.865% 0.192863595 21.157%
0.113411341 21.693% 0.086782377 16.599% 0.056331681 10.775%
0.220472441 40.180% 0.041108132 7.492% 0 0.000%
32.610% 17.319% 10.644%
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APPENDIX III
STATISITICAL ANALYSES
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4 x 8  Mixed Model Factorial Analysis of Variance
General Linear Model
Descriptive Statistics
Dosage Mean Std. Deviation N
0 min 1.0 100.00000 .000000 3
1.5 100.00000 .000000 3
2.0 100.00000 .000000 3
Control 100.00000 .000000 3
Total 100.00000 .000000 12
60 min 1.0 76.65733 8.906776 3
1.5 92.62633 5.462941 3
2.0 93.67433 1.677671 3
Control 89.73200 7.137189 3
Total 88.17250 8.950727 12
120 min 1.0 59.86433 15.145497 3
1.5 88.28167 8.606367 3
2.0 87.31700 2.747500 3
Control 76.89333 14.754594 3
Total 78.08908 15.448591 12
180 min 1.0 49.15000 16.193746 3
1.5 78.77867 14.546471 3
2.0 76.54500 7.374554 3
Control 66.92667 14.441518 3
Total 67.85008 16.815311 12
240 min 1.0 33.42333 12.393689 3
1.5 69.02500 26.373832 3
2.0 64.13533 6.601549 3
Control 51.73433 15.175561 3
Total 54.57950 20.255450 12
300 min 1.0 24.13933 17.460859 3
1.5 62.80333 26.348126 3
2.0 51.83833 6.146196 3
Control 45.13267 18.917264 3
Total 45.97842 21.689377 12
360 min 1.0 9.63700 7.339472 3
1.5 52.62200 28.745359 3
2.0 42.32000 15.126524 3
Control 29.61500 18.580226 3
Total 33.54850 23.339996 12
420 min 1.0 3.87900 3.546352 3
1.5 34.74100 28.624637 3
2.0 35.12233 16.716569 3
Control 20.64367 11.176596 3
Total 23.59650 20.082204 12
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure; MEASURE 1
Source
Type III Sum 
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
time Huynh-Feldt 60191.565 3.987 15095.784 112.788 .000
time * well Huynh-Feldt 2418.383 11.962 202.173 1.511 .172
Error(time) Huynh-Feldt 4269.344 31.898 133.842
a Computed using alpha = .05
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE 1
Source
Type III Sum 
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
well 11041.385 3 3680.462 3.270 .080
Error 9004.097 8 1125.512
a- Computed using alpha = .05
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Estimated Marginal Means 
time
Pairwise Comparisons 
Measure: MEASURE 1
(1) time (J) time
Mean
Difference
(l-J) Std. Error Sig.*
1 2 11.828 1.842 .000
•3 21.911 3.319 .000
4 32.150 3.918 .000
5 45.421 4.837 .000
6 54.022 5.390 .000
7 66.452 5.504 .000
8 76.404 5.075 .000
2 3 10.083 1.803 .001
4 20.322 2.519 .000
5 33.593 3.726 .000
6 42.194 4.013 .000
7 54.624 4.430 .000
8 64.576 4.472 .000
3 4 10.239 2.028 .001
5 23.510 3.505 .000
6 32.111 3.159 .000
7 44.541 4.047 .000
8 54.493 4.524 .000
4 5 13.271 2.294 .000
6 21.872 2.447 .000
7 34.302 3.386 .000
8 44.254 3.903 .000
5 6 8.601 1.806 .001
7 21.031 2.493 .000
8 30.983 2.772 .000
6 7 12.430 2.439 .001
8 22.382 3.401 .000
7 8 9.952 1.565 .000
Based on estimated marginal means
a Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least 
Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments).
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One-Way ANOVA’s
1.0 J/cm^2 Oneway
Descriptives
Timet
N Mean Std. Deviation std. Error
1.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
2.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
3.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Total 9 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Timet
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .000 2 .000
Within Groups .000 6 .000
Total .000 8
Time2
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8665367 .08058645 .04652661
2.00000 3 .6956600 .20114118 .11612891
3.00000 3 .7375233 .08453593 .04880684
Total 9 .7665733 .13954944 .04651648
Time2
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .048 2 .024 1.320 .335
Within Groups .108 6 .018
Total .156 8
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Descriptives
Times
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .7694933 .16533114 .09545398
2.00000 3 .5455833 .12539740 .07239822
3.00000 3 .4808567 .12420779 .07171140
Total 9 .5986444 .17839888 .05946629
ANOVA
Times
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .138 2 .069 3.530 .097
Within Groups .117 6 .019
Total .255 8
Descriptives
Time4
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .6713400 .12107603 .06990328
2.00000 3 .4459267 .09857013 .05690949
3.00000 3 .3572300 .10376776 .05991034
Total 9 .4914989 .16868232 .05622744
ANOVA
Time4
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .157 2 .079 6.716 .029
Within Groups .070 6 .012
Total .228 8
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Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable; Time4
(1) Wound (J) Wound
Mean
Difference
(l-J) Std. Error Sig.
1.00000 2.00000 .22541333 .08837197 .096
3.00000 .31411000* .08837197 .028
2.00000 1.00000 -.22541333 .08837197 .096
3.00000 .08869667 .08837197 .601
3.00000 1.00000 -.31411000* .08837197 .028
2.00000 -.08869667 .08837197 .601
• The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
Time4
Tukey HStf
Wound N
Subset for alpha = .05
1 2
3.00000 3 .3572300
2.00000 3 .4459267 .4459267
1.00000 3 .6713400
Sig. .601 .096
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed, 
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 3.000.
Time5
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .4757367 .21080630 .12170908
2.00000 3 .2449800 .07009572 .04046978
3.00000 3 .2819833 .24286972 .14022090
Total 9 .3342333 .19647998 .06549333
Time5
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .092 2 .046 1.276 .345
Within Groups .217 6 .036
Total .309 8
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Descriptives
Time6
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .4425733 .13740157 .07932883
2.00000 3 .1522500 .07603492 .04505348
3.00000 3 .1293567 .06358492 .03671077
Total 9 .2413933 .17354387 .05784796
Time6
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .183 2 .091 9.457 .014
Within Groups .058 6 .010
Total .241 8
Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable: Time6
(1) Wound (J) Wound
Mean
Difference
(l-J) Std. Error Sig.
1.00000 2.00000 .29032333* .08029347 .026
3.00000 .31321667* .08029347 .019
2.00000 1.00000 -.29032333* .08029347 .026
3.00000 .02289333 .08029347 .956
3.00000 1.00000 -.31321667* .08029347 .019
2.00000 -.02289333 .08029347 .956
• The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
Time6
Tukey HSCf
Wound N
Subset for alpha = .05
1 2
3.00000 3 .1293567
2.00000 3 .1522500
1.00000 3 .4425733
Sig. .956 1.000
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed, 
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 3.000.
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Descriptives
Time?
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .1744100 .17043945 .09840326
2.00000 3 .0859700 .12698975 .07331757
3.00000 3 .0287333 .02652658 .01531513
Total 9 .0963711 .12453849 .04151283
ANOVA
Time?
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .032 2 .016 1.057 .404
Within Groups .092 6 .015
Total .124 8
Times
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .0468200 .08109462 .04682000
2.00000 3 .0695467 .12045836 .06954667
3.00000 3 .0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Total 9 .0387889 .07883405 .02627802
ANOVA
Times
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .008 2 .004 .537 .610
Within Groups .042 6 .007
Total .050 8
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1.6 J/cm'^2 Oneway
Descriptives
Timet
N Mean Std. Deviation std. Error
1.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
2.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
3.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Total 9 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Timet
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .000 2 .000
Within Groups .000 6 .000
Total .000 8
Time2
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .9893167 .16299553 .09410552
2.00000 3 .8932267 .11948151 .06898268
3.00000 3 .8962400 .08299465 .04791698
Total 9 .9262611 .11904233 .03968078
Time2
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .018 2 .009 .563 .597
Within Groups .095 6 .016
Total .113 8
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Descriptives
Times
N Mean Std. Deviation Std, Error
1.00000 3 .9800167 .19120464 .11039205
2.00000 3 .8521233 .08985213 .05187615
3.00000 3 .8163133 .05762340 .03326888
Total 9 .8828178 .13244999 .04415000
ANOVA
Times
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .044 2 .022 1.390 .319
Within Groups .096 6 .016
Total .140 8
Descriptives
Time4
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .9383000 .25865959 .14933718
2.00000 3 .7771033 .14742873 .08511802
3.00000 3 .6479567 .13496742 .07792347
Total 9 .7877867 .20635979 .06878660
ANOVA
Time4
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .127 2 .063 1.782 .247
Within Groups .214 6 .036
Total .341 8
Descriptives
TimeS
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .9334733 .30622757 .17680057
2.00000 3 .7273433 .19473244 .11242883
3.00000 3 .4099267 .05678823 .03278670
Total 9 .6902478 .29308402 .09769467
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ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .417 2 .209 4.640 .061
Within Groups .270 6 .045
Total .687 8
Descriptives
Time6
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8544700 .31757120 .18334982
2.00000 3 .6907833 .24320372 .14041373
3.00000 3 .3388400 .12706240 .07335951
Total 9 .6280311 .31000413 .10333471
ANOVA
Time6
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .417 2 .208 3.547 .096
Within Groups .352 6 .059
Total .769 8
Time7
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8312467 .35062797 .20243515
2.00000 3 .4870500 .24662346 .14238812
3.00000 3 .2603533 .12655701 .07306772
Total 9 .5262167 .33454101 .11151367
ANOVA
Time7
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .496 2 .248 3.722 .089
Within Groups .400 6 .067
Total .895 8
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Descriptives
TimeS
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .6473400 .37925760 .21896448
2.00000 3 .3177300 .13352676 .07709171
3.00000 3 .0771600 .02703073 .01560620
Total 9 .3474100 .31945553 .10648518
ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .492 2 .246 4.541 .063
Within Groups .325 6 .054
Total .816 8
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2.0 J/cm'^2 Oneway
Descriptives
Time1
N Mean Std. Deviation std. Error
1.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
2.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
3.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Total 9 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Time1
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .000 2 .000
Within Groups .000 6 .000
Total .000 8
Time2
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .9484329 .01966832 .01135551
2.00000 3 .9442773 .01076181 .00621333
3.00000 3 .9175237 .09757121 .05633276
Total 9 .9367446 .05212246 .01737415
Time2
ANOVA
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .002 2 .001 .253 .785
Within Groups .020 6 .003
Total .022 8
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Descriptives
TimeS
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8500403 .06421204 .03707284
2.00000 3 .8659321 .09154638 .05285433
3.00000 3 .9035373 .11558210 .06673135
Total 9 .8731699 .08385622 .02795207
ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .005 2 .002 .263 .777
Within Groups .052 6 .009
Total .056 8
Time4
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8047053 .15689514 .09058345
2.00000 3 .8112611 .13736685 .07930879
3.00000 3 .6803751 .17635548 .10181888
Total 9 .7654471 .15075065 .05025022
ANOVA
Time4
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .033 2 .016 .656 .552
Within Groups .149 6 .025
Total .182 8
TimeS
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .7158834 .22865923 .13201647
2.00000 3 .6179580 .26705856 .15418633
3.00000 3 .5902215 .07076965 .04085888
Total 9 .6413543 .18820763 .06273588
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ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .026 2 .013 .305 .748
Within Groups .257 6 .043
Total .283 8
Time6
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .5893524 .23549243 .13596162
2.00000 3 .4822850 .18238982 .10530281
3.00000 3 .4835081 .11621207 .06709507
Total 9 .5183819 .16849477 .05616492
ANOVA
Time6
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .023 2 .011 .333 .729
Within Groups .204 6 .034
Total .227 8
Time?
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .5952198 .19418632 .11211353
2.00000 3 .3109557 .14233056 .08217459
3.00000 3 .3634167 .15853919 .09153264
Total 9 .4231974 .19477322 .06492441
ANOVA
Time?
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .137 2 .069 2.478 .164
Within Groups .166 6 .028
Total .303 8
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Descriptives
TimeS
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .5334039 .28547899 .16482137
2.00000 3 .2048812 .15825192 .09136679
3.00000 3 .3153929 .11644028 .06722683
Total 9 .3512260 .22579563 .07526521
ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .168 2 .084 2.094 .204
Within Groups .240 6 .040
Total .408 8
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Control Oneway
Descriptives
Time1
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
2.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
3.00000 3 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
Total 9 1.0000000 .00000000 .00000000
ANOVA
Time1
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .000 2 .000
Within Groups .000 6 .000
Total .000 8
Time2
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .8510927 .12194138 .07040289
2.00000 3 .9795161 .00901178 .00520295
3.00000 3 .8613543 .05025059 .02901219
Total 9 .8973210 .09049319 .03016440
ANOVA
Tlme2
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .031 2 .015 2.623 .152
Within Groups .035 6 .006
Total .066 8
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Descriptives
Times
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .6758051 .27960751 .16143147
2.00000 3 .9390470 .02987569 .01724874
3.00000 3 .6919407 .16852505 .09729798
Total 9 .7689309 .20783569 .06927856
ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .131 2 .065 1.823 .241
Within Groups .215 6 .036
Total .346 8
Descriptives
Time4
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .6561095 .27729336 .16009539
2.00000 3 .8198126 .11721040 .06767146
3.00000 3 .5318843 .03255173 .01879375
Total 9 .6692688 .19637728 .06545909
ANOVA
Time4
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .125 2 .063 2.047 .210
Within Groups .183 6 .031
Total .309 8
TimeS
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 ? .5454187 .34072398 .19671708
2.00000 3 .6531024 .21611879 .12477624
3.00000 3 .3535133 .04591692 .02651014
Total 9 .5173448 .24186620 .08062207
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ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .138 2 .069 1.257 .350
Within Groups .330 6 .055
Total .468 8
TimeG
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .3589374 .26690909 .15410003
2.00000 3 .6689359 .22139159 .12782049
3.00000 3 .3260951 .09687288 .05592959
Total 9 .4513228 .24341208 .08113736
ANOVA
TimeG
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .215 2 .107 2.484 .164
Within Groups 259 6 .043
Total .474 8
Time?
Descriptives
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .2053653 .18934375 .10931767
2.00000 3 .5098873 .41271889 .23828336
3.00000 3 .1731851 .10205400 .05892091
Total 9 .2961459 .28291860 .09430620
ANOVA
Time?
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups .207 2 .104 1.434 .310
Within Groups .433 6 .072
Total .640 8
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Descriptives
TimeS
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
1.00000 3 .1857799 .20716765 .11960830
2.00000 3 .3270909 .40808750 .23560943
3.00000 3 .1064387 .10579000 .06107788
Total 9 .2064365 .25402804 .08467601
ANOVA
TimeS
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups .075 2 .037 .510 .625
Within Groups 441 6 .074
Total .516 8
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